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what happens if robots take the jobs ... - inside politics - 1 what happens if robots take the jobs? the
impact of emerging technologies on employment and public policy by darrell m. west introduction i realized
something dramatic was happening when my assistant hillary came to me with an the evolution of cnarc the china-nordic research center (cnarc) was established in shanghai on december 10, 2013 by ten member
institutes, four chinese and six nordic, which all the 5th annual conference on managing international
growth - nt r uture 3 9.oo chair’s introduction daniel blumen, partner, treasury alliance group robert j. novaria,
partner, treasury alliance group, us china’s belt and road initiative (bri) and southeast asia - professor
mich ael co x is director of lse ideas and emeritus professor of international relations at lse. he is a renowned
international lecturer who has published extensively on the united states,
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